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Standing is good but moving is better

Sedentary behaviour has emerged as an important public health issue in recent years. Prolonged sedentary
behaviour is associated with increased mortality,1 cardiovascular disease,2 type 2 diabetes,2 colorectal cancer,3
and poor mental health outcomes.4 Although lifestyle interventions have been shown to reduce time spent
sitting, many studies are low quality and show only modest improvements in sedentary behaviour.5

One promising setting for intervening on sedentary behaviour is the workplace, which often contributes to a large
proportion of people’s everyday sitting. A review of interventions to reduce sitting in the workplace suggests that
multicomponent interventions such as those combining sit-stand workstations with behavioural change
techniques seem to hold most promise.6 High quality studies with long term follow-up are, however, lacking.

In a linked paper, Edwardson and colleagues (doi:10.1136/bmj.k3870) report the findings of a cluster randomised
controlled trial showing that a workplace intervention (Stand More AT Work (SMArT Work)) was effective in
reducing occupational and daily sitting time among UK hospital based office workers in both the short and the
longer term (12 months).7

SMArT Work is a multilevel intervention grounded in behaviour change theories. It targets the multiple influences
on employees’ sitting through organisational strategies (management buy-in), environmental strategies (provision
of an electric height adjustable desk or desk platform), group strategies (information session on health risks of
sitting), and individual strategies, including personalised feedback, goal setting, action planning, real time self
monitoring, prompts to break up sitting in the workplace, motivational messaging, and quarterly individual face-to-
face or telephone coaching sessions.
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The findings are important because they come from a fully powered cluster randomised trial with objective
measurement of sitting time at 3, 6, and 12 months, using the activPal monitor. The intervention reduced sitting
and became more effective over time. By 12 months, occupational sitting in the intervention group had decreased
by 83 minutes a day, compared with participants in control offices who continued with usual work practices. The
intervention group also reported some improvement in musculoskeletal problems and work related outcomes,
including work engagement, job performance, and occupational fatigue, compared with the control group,
particularly at later time points. However, no changes in physical activity were detected.

The reported pattern of improvements in sitting over time suggests that the SMArT Work approach may produce
the sustained reductions in sitting beyond 12 months that are essential for public health gain. However, baseline
daily sitting in the SMArT Work trial was 9.7 hours daily. At 12 months, participants were still sitting on average
more than the 6-8 hours daily, which is associated with greater risk of all cause and cardiovascular disease
mortality.8 Importantly, no change in employees’ physical activity was observed; reductions in sedentary
behaviour seemed to be entirely related to standing more at work. Many interventions that simply replace sitting
with standing have shown clinically negligible effects on cardiovascular risk biomarkers,9 whereas breaking up
sitting with periods of even light physical activity appears to confer metabolic benefits.10 Available evidence
suggests that the individual and public health benefits conferred by interventions that focus mainly on sedentary
behaviour—such as SMArT Work—may be limited by their failure to increase walking or other forms of physical
activity.11

The study by Edwardson and colleagues is also notable in showing improvements in self reported
musculoskeletal problems and work related engagement, both of which place an economic burden on
organisations owing to sick leave and reduced performance and productivity.1213 These benefits are clearly
important for employers; and, once again, their emergence at later time points suggests they may be sustainable
beyond 12 months.

In summary, although this is an important study that shows lasting reductions in sedentary behaviour and other
work related outcomes for office based workers in UK hospitals, there are reasons for caution. Questions remain
about the SMArT Work intervention’s transferability beyond the National Health Service and its suitability for
other types of employees, including shift workers, for whom interventions targeting sedentary behaviour are
lacking.14

It is also not clear to what extent SMArT Work could be implemented beyond the research setting. One key
limitation appears to be the use of the activPAL research device to provide feedback as part of the intervention.
That this device requires some expert processing to obtain feedback data may be a barrier to widespread
adoption. The inclusion of multiple components within the intervention, including quarterly one-to-one coaching
sessions, means that although SMArT Work is effective in reducing sitting time, cost effectiveness remains
unclear, particularly since physical activity did not increase. Finally, it remains unclear which elements of
multicomponent interventions are most important for maximising health gains.6 The SMArT Work study does not
address this important question, which should be prioritised in future research.
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